The Interest of Hysteroscopy in the Diagnosis and Treatment of Asherman Syndrome
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Abstract: All pathologies or gestures that can cause a change or even an alteration of the uterine lining (alteration of the basal layer) can be the cause of uterine synechiae. They constitute risk factors and are incriminated to varying degrees in the genesis of intrauterine adhesions. From very variable symptomatology, Asherman syndrome can have several manifestations ranging from complete absence of clinical signs to female infertility. The diagnosis of certainty is based on hysterosalpingography and hysteroscopy, which is also a crucial therapeutic time to maintain fertility.
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INTRODUCTION

Uterine synechiae are all adhesions developed between the inner walls of the uterus. Of variable etiologies they are providers mainly of sterility or infertility due essentially to the more or less complete obliteration of the uterine cavity. Their discovery is old, but it is only with the advent and the development of hysteroscopy that Asherman manages to make an exact description of the lesions from where their regrouping in an entity clinic apart: Asherman syndrome [1].

RISK FACTORS AND AETIOLOGIES OF UTERINE SYNCHASIS

All the pathologies or gestures that can cause a modification or even an alteration of the uterine lining (alteration of the basal layer) can be at the origin of uterine synechiae [2].

They constitute risk factors and are incriminated to varying degrees in the genesis of intrauterine adhesions. Thus, by endometrial changes secondary to pregnancy, the gravid uterus exposes to a high risk of synechia. Post-partum or post-abortion hypoestrogenesis results in poor endometrial proliferation and is predisposing to the formation of synechiae especially when endo-uterine involvement is performed [3]. Faced with the delicacy of the endometrium and the softness of the myometrium, curettage trauma can alter the uterine cavity, even if it is done gently.

The depth of curettage is difficult to evaluate. It can cause abrasion and alteration of the basal layer with involvement of regenerative tissue and myometrial tissue. Gravid uterine trauma appears to be the major predisposing factor since it is involved in more than two-thirds.

Curettage of the post-abortum accounts for 58 to 95% of the etiologies of the synechiae [4]. Based on literature data, curettage of the post-abortum is the determining factor in the genesis of synechia in 70.3% of cases. The aggressive nature of curettage appears to be a contributing factor.

After abortion, 19% to 30% of synechiae are found [5]. It seems that this risk is less in the case of hydatiform moles. Uterine aspiration seems less traumatic than curettage.

Infection also plays a significant role in the genesis of uterine synechia, whether due to common germs or atypical germs such as genital tuberculosis, although this role is controversial so far some findings seems to confirm this such as the existence of intratubal adhesions following post-curettage salpingitis, although the tubes are not interested in curettage, the histological exploration of synechia is frequently in favor of subacute or chronic endometritis [6].

CLINICAL PRESENTATION

The symptomatology of synechia is very variable. It is a function of the extent, the location of the synechies and their fibrous character. They can be asymptomatic and fortuitous discovery during hysterography and / or hysteroscopy. These
asymptomatic forms most often involve light intrauterine adhesions. There are three types of symptoms that may or may not be associated in the same patient. The intensity of these symptoms is variable, we distinguish: menstrual disorders (secondary amenorrhea, hypomenorrhea, dysmenorrhea ...) fertility problems and obstetric pathologies, where the existence of synechiae would also be a risk factor for the risk of premature labor, premature rupture of membranes, dystocic presentations. Finally, synechiae can cause amniotic flanks during pregnancy and can be found in obstetrical ultrasound [17, 8].

**DIAGNOSIS**

Hysterosalpingography allows positive diagnosis of synechia. It specifies the number, the seat and the exact extent. It also detects a number of associated lesions such as cervico-isthmic open bite, tubal abnormalities and intra-cavitary lesions or uterine malformations. The radiological image asserting the existence of a synechia corresponds to a punch with sharp edges, central or marginal, secondary to the union of the uterine walls. It can be irregular, linear or angular (Figure 1). These images are constant on all shots (unlike air bubbles) and do not change according to the uterine repletion. They persist on snapshots during evacuation. They can be distinguished from other intracavitary processes by their permanent and invariable character irrespective of the filling (the images of polyp or small submucous fibroma are modified according to the uterine filling). The profile picture confirms the uterine stenosis of the synechia, contrary to what is observed when these deficiencies are secondary to fibroids or a polyp [9].

![Fig-1: Small filling defect with totally sharp contour and typical synechiae. The adhesion involves less than ¼ of uterine cavity [20].](image)

Hysteroscopy is the key examination in the diagnosis and assessment of synechiae. It can sometimes correct some false positives of hysterosalpingography. It is best offered as an outpatient during a consultation. It uses either a rigid hysteroscope of 3 or 5 mm, or a flexible hysteroscope of 3 mm. The distension liquid may be physiological saline or carbon dioxide. It allows the direct positive diagnosis of synechiae and also allows them to be characterized [10]. This element is essential because it provides information on the seniority and the probable surgical difficulties expected. It specifies the type of uterine union, its location, its thickness and its vascularity. The macroscopic pace of synechia: velamentous fibrinous or sclerotic is fundamental. Fibromuscular, dense, pearly synechiae produce an aspect in "elbow" or "spur" whitish, little vascularized, covered with an atrophic epithelium (Figure 2). They provide a feeling of resistance in contact with the hysteroscope. This type of synechiae corresponds to old lesions and their separation is difficult, contrary to the velamentous or fibrous synechias which are avascular, depressible and which yield during the pressure of the rigid hysteroscope.

The aspect of the peri-lesional endometrium must also be given special attention because it reflects its functionality; it is one of the determining factors of the success or not of the treatment.

Lesions associated with type of polyps, myomas or adenomyosis should always be sought. An endometrial biopsy is most often performed at the end of the hysteroscopic procedure [11].
Fig-2: Hysteroscopic view of a case of Asherman syndrome with adhesions bands in the anterior and left lateral side wall of the uterine cavity [21].

Place of Hysteroscopy in the Management of Uterine Synchisis

Several authors have tried to prove the therapeutic value of hysteroscopy in the management of Asherman's syndrome, although their results are different. They all seem to conclude that hysteroscopy gives good results.

The first hysteroscopic cures of synechia were described by Asherman of 1948 [12, 13]. They can be made technically difficult by the extent of the synechiated area. It is sometimes difficult to find the safety markers, which may require repeating the procedure one or more times before obtaining a satisfactory anatomical result [14]. The development of operative hysteroscopy has allowed a dramatic evolution of surgical management of intracavitary uterine lesions by reducing morbidity and management costs, while reducing length of hospital stay [15].

Different techniques have been used, from the mechanical lifting of mild synechia using rigid hysteroscopy or scissors [16,17] to the use of monopolar and bipolar energy. The latter is less likely to provide post-mydectomy (7.5%) [18] than monopolar energy (10 to 30%) [19].

The study by Roy et al. in 2010 [16] reported a series of 89 patients: 31 mild (stage I according to ESGE), 40 moderate (stage III) and 18 mild (stage IV) synechiae. The course of synechia required two operative times in 13.5% of the cases, ie for 12 patients. The overall design rate was 40% at two years.

CONCLUSION

The management of synechia raises the question of prevention: primary and secondary. Any endocavitary surgery in a patient of childbearing age must be thorough and minimalistic, avoiding any endometrial trauma outside the treated lesion.
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